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Spain exploited and oppressed the so-called heathens they encountered in the name of this “Christ,” who supported the ethnocide and genocide of the Taínos as well as the forced transportation of ...
How the midwives Shiphrah and Puah mock the violence of empire
Furthermore, historically, this approach has perpetuated its own forms of violence: rejecting the Old Testament is precisely what German scholars and pastors did in the first half of the 20th century, ...
“Dad, why does Deuteronomy 20 talk about killing the boys and girls?”
In the struggle to develop a larger social discourse on the ongoing legacy of colonial genocide in Indigenous North America, the current debate in Canada over residential schools may provide a ...
Colonial Genocide in Indigenous North America
In Mexico, that often involves presenting critical views of Catholic priests ... of the Church toward Indigenous peoples in the 16th century. The Virgin of Guadalupe in film history Many ...
'Lady of Guadalupe' avoids tough truths about the Catholic Church and Indigenous genocide
A twentieth-century immigrant from Eastern Europe ... On the other hand, political pragmatism limits the scope of any U.S. response to genocide in critical respects and risks leaving the international ...
Do the Right Thing
carried out 'cultural genocide.' Canada's Truth and Reconciliation Commission has found at least 4,100 students died in the schools. Haaland, in an essay published on June 11 in the Washington ...
Up to 40,000 Native American children may have died at government-run boarding schools
Already in the first line he predicts the date: "the first year of the new century" (2001), and "the 9th month ... The text apparently originated in an essay, "A Critical Analysis of Nostradamus," in ...
Nostradamus the Prophet?
And its outcome, which determined the future of Europe for more than half a century, still casts its ... was the Nazis’ strategy for ethnic cleansing, genocide and the subsequent colonisation ...
Operation Barbarossa: the most barbarous conflict in history
Seems That the World Has Let Americans Get Away With Murderous Genocide in So Many Countries ... a few anti-imperialist books in print that are critical of US genocides, but the great court ...
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Sadly China & Russia Remain Quiet Re US Past Genocides & Ongoing Genocide in the Middle East & Africa
Proponents of white privilege are using critical race theory as a distraction. Race was originally conceptualized in 15th century Iberian ... mostly disease-driven genocide of Indigenous people ...
Midlands Voices: Do not be distracted by critical race theory
"civilization" against its "enemies" by somehow connecting a supposed controversy about scholar Michael Eric Dyson to 19th-century pseudoscience and then to "critical race theory" as somehow part ...
Tucker Carlson prepares white nationalists for war: Don't ignore the power of his rhetoric
And in April, Biden infuriated Ankara by declaring that the Ottoman-era mass killing and deportations of Armenians was “genocide ... killed in the early 20th century were victims of civil ...
Erdogan and Biden meet at a tense moment for Turkish-US ties
She is also the editor of and contributing author to the essay collection: Genocide ... the Twenty-First Century (forthcoming Fall 2020, University of Illinois Press), addresses the contemporary role ...
CAH Advisory Council
Donald Bloxham, University of Edinburgh “This is an outstanding collection of essays on various aspects of human rights history in the twentieth century. The essays cover ... last we have a book that ...
Human Rights in the Twentieth Century
Why that is the case is beyond the scope of this essay, but it is clear ... and the assault on 20th-century liberalism by far-left “critical theories," the civil libertarian version of leftism ...
Psychology Today
And of course, whether something is legal or not is a matter for lawyers and a court, not to be settled in an essay by an unbarred ... in the mid and late 19 th century, as if that counts in ...
The Myths of Point Reyes: Legality, History and Economy
"Kant and the Feelings of Reason," Eighteenth-Century Studies 42:4 (2009): 557-580; "Lyrical Feeling: Novalis' Anthropology of the Senses," Studies in Romanticism 47:4 (2008): 453-478 and other essays ...
German Studies Guest Speakers
And we’re working pretty much as long hours as people did in the 1930s when Keynes wrote the essay in the first place. So that’s another critical ... contact until this century between ...
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